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At Last, the Only Book You Need to Discover the Best Kindle Fire & Fire HD Apps - Over 200 FREE
APPS and Free Lifetime UpdatesThis is it! The Number 1 Best Seller in Computers and Technology
The one and only e-book you need to find the top apps for the Kindle Fire. Forget wasting hours on
research, we've done it for you. Forget confusion, we've tried and tested every app. And forget
about getting left behind, with our free lifetime updates we'll keep you up to speed with the best paid
and free Kindle Fire apps on the Appstore. UPDATED May 2015 - Kindle Fire FREE APPS and
paid apps now clearly marked.Perfect for the New Fire Tablet OwnerWhether you've just bought
your Kindle Fire tablet , are discovering Kindle Fire apps for the first time, looking for free apps for
the Kindle Fire or simply want to discover great apps that you might have missed the first time
round, then this e-book is for you. And if you are looking for a clear and comprehensive user guide
for your Kindle, check out our Kindle Fire HD User Guide.Free Lifetime Updates to Keep you
CurrentThe best apps today might not be the best apps tomorrow. What's hip and what's not in the
Appstore can change in the blink of an eye. That's why we're releasing updates of this book on a
regular basis and you can receive them absolutely free even after you've purchased this
book.Something for Everyone in the Most Comprehensive Guide Available How many app reviews
and recommendations do you need to create the most comprehensive guide available? 100 apps
reviewed? 200 apps reviewed? We didn't set ourselves a number, we just kept searching for great
paid and free apps until we'd found something for everyone. And when we'd finished we had more
than 250 apps covering 20 different categories and over 200 free apps reviewed; a truly
comprehensive resource.Tried and Tested for Fire HD TabletsNot every app in the Appstore will
work on your Kindle Fire; many are developed for other android tablets or mobile phones. That's
why, for your peace of mind, every app reviewed and recommended in this book has been tested by
us and approved by to work with your Kindle Fire or Fire HD.Unbiased Reviews and
RecommendationsWe only care about one thing, bringing you honest and helpful reviews of the
best Kindle apps available. We don't develop apps, we don't sell apps and we don't get paid to write
app reviews. We just love apps and use them all the time.Intuitive Navigation and Easy One Click
SelectionWith our clear and easy to use table of contents you can navigate seamlessly to the
categories that matter to you and your family. In each category discover our favorite "Must Have"
app. Read reviews of all the top Kindle Fire apps and our recommendations for the best of the rest.
Find an app you like and with one click redirect immediately to the relevant product page in 's
Appstore for the full app description and download options.Bonus MaterialIf you're just getting to
know your Kindle Fire for the first time then take a look at our bonus material where you will learn

how to purchase and download apps, understand permissions and set parental controls.Over 250
Apps in these 20 CategoriesBooks, Comics & Reading Education & Reference Entertainment
Finance Food, Drink & Cooking GamesHealth & Fitness Kids Lifestyle & Hobbies Music News &
MagazinesNovelty Photography, Art & Creativity ProductivityShopping Social Networking &
CommunicationsSportsTravel, Navigation & City Info Utilities Weather
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I actually purchased this book in advance of getting a Kindle Fire HD--I wanted to see what kind of
apps there were available before taking the plunge. This book is not only informative ---it got me all
the more anxious to order my Kindle Fire!Written in a breezy yet professional style, this great e-book
has gathered together a fantastic assortment of apps of all types---from practical to whimsical and
beyond. It is obvious that the writers are enthusiastic Kindle Fire owners and app junkies, and that
they've done the research makes my life so much easier. I know exactly which apps I'll be loading
on my device when it arrives!Even better, all of the apps reviewed are free--those that have a cost,
(or which have paid versions with more features, or no ads) are indicated in the individual
reviews.Having this book has saved me so many hours online research (and future downloading

trial and error) that I cannot recommend it strongly enough. And as I'm a new Kindle Fire HD owner,
the bonus information at the end of the volume aimed specifically for new users is worth the small
price of the book alone!Great information, helpful tips and a fun, good read besides! Buy it!

What an informative book! I'm frankly amazed at the sheer number of free apps cited by the
authors. Along with their personal recommendations, this is a very valuable must, particularly for
new kindle owners like myself. So many appealing apps to choose from & explore, everyone is
bound to find something that sounds enjoyable to them! I only wish I'd found this one sooner, as I
paid to download something I thought was similar, but when opened, was sadly lacking. Got a new
kindle? Get this book!!! Now, if you'll excuse me, I've got apps!

I really wasn't sure I'd find a lot of value in this book, but I was pleasantly surprised and found a lot
of apps I'd probably have missed otherwise. The recommendations are solid in all the categories
and I agreed with the authors' assessments of the apps once I test drove them

I just got my kindle fire HD about three weeks ago and I am still figuring out everything it can do, so
when I found this book I figured it was worth checking out. It uses a clickable table of content so you
can just click on the section you want and it takes you right there. Each section begins with the
"Must Have App" and then has a few similar, lesser apps. You can almost always count on the
"Must Have App" to be the one you want, but there is the occasional lemon in there.All in all, this is
easy to use and is a very convenient thing to have when looking for new apps.

Haven't tried any of the apps yet, but I am very impressed with the information provided in this book.
A great resource. Would recommended it to everyone.

Because I am new to owning a Kindle Fire I found this book very helpful. It has a lot of good
information about the various apps available.Some of the apps you have to pay for, but most of
them are free and I liked that they had all been tested to make sure they worked on the Fire HD
because I read that not every app does.

Book was a good read. I found several apps to try that I never knew existed. Some I will be trying on
my smartphone, as well!A useful tip is to use the highlighter to highlight apps in the book so you
don't have to write them down and you can go back to them at a later time when you want to check

them out.

Had all of the links that I have been looking for in one easy spot with simple directions on using and
downloading.
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